Faculty Senate Executive Committee
Thursday, April 14, 2016
9:00a.m. – 11:00a.m., Adelbert Hall, Toepfer Room
9:00 a.m.

Approval of Minutes from the March 16, 2016,
Executive Committee Meeting, attachment

Roy Ritzmann

9:05 a.m.

President and Provost’s Announcements

Barbara Snyder
Bud Baeslack

9:10 a.m.

Chair’s Announcements

Roy Ritzmann

9:15 a.m.

FSCUE Endorsement re Course Evaluation Data,
attachment

Cheryl Killion

9:30 a.m.

Discussion re Diversity 360 Training

Marilyn Mobley
Donna Davis-Reddix

9:45 a.m.

Proposal from Faculty Compensation Committee,
attachment

Jerry Mahoney

10:05 a.m.

BS in Data Science and Analytics, attachment

Kenneth Loparo

10:10 a.m.

Minor in Sports Nutrition, attachment

Mary Beth Kavanagh

10:15 a.m.

Major in Chinese, attachment

Haomin Gong

10:20 a.m.

MA in Military Ethics, attachment

Cyrus Taylor

10:25 a.m.

Faculty Handbook/CWRU Policies

Libby Keefer
David Carney

10:45 a.m.

Approval of 2016-2017 Standing Committee Chairs,
attachment

Peter Harte

10:50 a.m.

Committee Member Report: LAW

Juscelino Colares

10:55 a.m.

Committee Member Report: CAS

Kimberly Emmons

11:00 a.m.

Approval of Faculty Senate Agenda, attachment

Roy Ritzmann

Faculty Senate Meeting
Thursday, April 28, 2016
3:30 p.m. – 5:30p.m., Adelbert Hall, Toepfer Room
3:30 p.m.

Approval of Minutes from the March 30, 2016,
Faculty Senate Meeting, attachment

Roy Ritzmann

3:35 p.m.

President and Provost’s Announcements

Barbara Snyder
Bud Baeslack

3:40 p.m.

Chair’s Announcements

Roy Ritzmann

3:45 p.m.

Report from Secretary of the Corporation

Arlishea Fulton

3:50 p.m.

Report from the Executive Committee

Peter Harte

3:55 p.m.

Minor in Sports Nutrition, attachment

Mary Beth Kavanagh

4:00 p.m.

BS in Data Science and Analytics, attachment

Kenneth Loparo

4:05 p.m.

MA in Military Ethics, attachment

Shannon French

4:10 p.m.

Major in Chinese, attachment

Haomin Gong

4:15 p.m.

FSCUE Endorsement re Course Evaluation Data,
attachment

Cheryl Killion

4:25 p.m.

Proposal from Faculty Senate Compensation
Committee, attachment

Gerald Mahoney

4:40 p.m.

Report from Faculty Senate Committee on University
Libraries

Christine Cano

4:50 p.m.

Report from Faculty Senate Finance Committee

Scott Fine

5:10 p.m.

Update on Provost’s Commission on the
Undergraduate Experience

Kimberly Emmons

5:20 p.m.

Report from the Nominating Committee

?

5:25 p.m.

Passing of the Gavel

Roy Ritzmann

Faculty Senate Executive Committee
Minutes of the March 16, 2016 Meeting
Adelbert Hall, Room M2
Committee Members in Attendance
Barbara Snyder, President
Roy Ritzmann, CAS, chair
Peter Harte, SOM, vice chair
Juscelino Colares, LAW
Mary Quinn-Griffin, SON
Kimberly Emmons, CAS
Richard Zigmond, SOM
Gerald Mahoney, MSASS
Susan Case, WSOM
Others Present:
David Carney, chair, Committee on By-Laws
Paul Macdonald, chair, Committee on Graduate Studies
Lee Hoffer, chair, Committee on Research
Leena Palomo, chair, Committees on Minority Affairs and Women Faculty
Absent:
Bud Baeslack, Provost
Robert Savinell, CSE, past chair
Horst von Recum, CSE
Lisa Lang, SODM
Guests:
Suzanne Rivera, Vice President of Research
Tamara Randall
Edward Bolden
Michael Thomas
Amy Backus
Christopher Bailey
Shana Miskovsky
Jessica White
Greg Debeljak
Call to Order
Professor Roy Ritzmann, chair, Faculty Senate, called the meeting to order at 3:00 p.m.

Approval of Minutes
The minutes of the February 10, 2016 meeting of the Faculty Senate Executive Committee were
reviewed and approved. Attachment
President’s Announcements
The President had no announcements.
Provost’s Announcements
The Provost was not in attendance.
Chair’s Announcements
Prof. Ritzmann announced that the end-of-the-year Faculty Senate Budget meeting is scheduled
for Tuesday, May 3rd at 1pm in the Tinkham Veale University Center. Additional information on
this meeting will be sent out shortly.
Research Presentation
Professor Lee Hoffer presented the final results of the research survey conducted by the Faculty
Senate Committee on Research and the Office of Research Administration in the spring of 2015.
Prof. Hoffer had presented preliminary results to the Executive Committee in December. The
survey objectives were to assess faculty satisfaction with research support services, identify
priorities for improving research support and to collect open-ended responses. The desired
outcomes were to identify specific areas for improvement, make recommendations and to
establish a monitoring framework.
Results of the survey were categorized as follows: what CWRU does well, points without a
consensus, and what CWRU can improve. In response to what CWRU does well, collaboration,
departmental research staff, and perceived flexibility were cited most often. With regard to
what CWRU doesn’t do well, university staff, internal funding, and grant-writing support were
cited most often.
Prof. Hoffer said that the survey will be conducted again in the fall and on regular intervals in
the future. This type of survey is challenging because of the diverse population of faculty at
CWRU. He plans to improve the survey questions and work on ways to make the survey
relevant to researchers not in STEM areas. These changes, and better communication with
faculty should improve the response rate considerably. The survey results may be used to
monitor faculty satisfaction over time. Sue Rivera said that the survey results will help inform
the university’s strategic research implementation committee. Results of the survey will also be
posted on the ORA website. Attachment
Graduate Certificate in Maternal and Child Nutrition
Professor Tamara Randall presented the graduate Certificate in Maternal and Child Nutrition
from the Department of Nutrition in the School of Medicine. This certificate is intended to
formalize the current specialty in maternal and child nutrition and is consistent with the
department’s strategic planning goal of establishing clinical and educational excellence in the

areas of maternal and child health. The certificate consists of 12 credit hours that will be
satisfied with courses that are currently being offered. Students in the MS/Public Health
Nutrition Dietetic internship, in the MS/Coordinated Dietetic Internship, non-degree students
(who have earned a minimum of a Bachelor’s degree) and others would be eligible for this
certificate. The Executive Committee voted to include the graduate certificate on the agenda
for the Faculty Senate meeting. Attachment
Electronic Voting Technology for the Toepfer Room
Edward Bolden and Michael Thomas from ITS demonstrated the iClicker remote voting system
that can be used to register attendance and for electronic voting in Faculty Senate meetings.
Three other options had been considered but this one best fit the Senate’s needs. The
Committee agreed that the system would be useful and recommended that the university make
it available by the fall if possible.
Proposed Revisions to SON By-Laws
A discussion of proposed revisions to the SON By-Laws was postponed until a later meeting.
Proposed Revisions to LAW By-Laws
A discussion of proposed revisions to the LAW By-Laws was postponed until a later meeting.
Revisions to Amendment Provision of the Faculty Constitution
Professor David Carney said that revisions to the amendment provision of the Faculty
Constitution had been presented at the March Faculty Senate meeting, but required further
explanation. The Executive Committee voted to include these revisions on the agenda for the
Faculty Senate meeting. Attachment
Outcome Assessment
Due to insufficient time, the presentation by Susan Perry on outcome assessment was
cancelled. She will make a presentation to the Faculty Senate.
Concussions- Policy and Protocol for Student Athletes
Amy Backus, Athletic Director, introduced Christopher Bailey (Director of the UH Sports Medicine
Concussion Center, Director, Concussion Program, Neurological Institute Univ. Hospitals Case
Medical Center), Shana Miskovsky (team physician), Jessica White (team trainer) and Greg
Debeljak (football coach), all of whom had joined her for the discussion on the risk of
concussion in athletics. Amy Backus reported that the NCAA Division III By-Laws require all
active members to have concussion management plans in place. Member institutions must
require student athletes to be educated about the signs and symptoms of concussions. A
student who exhibits signs and symptoms of a concussion must be removed from play and be
examined by a medical staff member with experience in the treatment of concussions. The
student is not to return to play until given clearance to do so by a physician. Information for
student-athletes at CWRU is contained within the Student-Athlete Handbook and studentsathletes must acknowledge that they have reviewed the information. Students are also

required to watch a video about concussions. The CWRU Athletic Department has established
football specific guidelines for practice.
At this point in the academic year, 16 concussions have been reported out of 526 studentathletes. 19 non-athlete student concussions have been reported during this same time period.
Baseline testing for student-athletes participating in high-impact sports is required at CWRU.
Baseline testing can help confirm a suspected concussion and can also be used to determine
whether a student has healed properly.
Christopher Bailey indicated that it is critical for all individuals who have experienced a
concussion to recover completely before resuming normal activities. This includes avoiding
many of the assignments that students normally work on. He encouraged faculty to support
students during these times by following physician recommendations and allowing additional
time for completion of assignments after the recovery period.
The Executive Committee considered whether to establish an ad hoc committee of faculty and
representatives from the Athletic Department to discuss ways for faculty to assist students who
have suffered concussions. The Committee decided that an ad hoc committee wouldn’t be
necessary but that the Athletic Department should communicate with faculty on a regular basis
about these issues. The Committee asked Amy Backus to provide the Senate with more
information on ways faculty can help their students. Attachment
Approval of Faculty Senate Meeting Agenda
The Executive Committee approved the agenda for the March 30th Faculty Senate meeting.
Attachment
The meeting was adjourned at 5:00pm.

April 5, 2016 FSCUE Meeting

Endorsement
FSCUE endorses giving CWRU undergraduate students access to course evaluation data in bulk on the
condition that access to data, analyses and products be limited to the CWRU community through the
university’s single sign-on.

Faculty Senate Compensation Committee Report On CWRU Faculty Salaries
Approved by the Faculty Compensation Committee, March 22, 2016

For the past three years the Faculty Senate Compensation Committee has had the
opportunity to review reports comparing CWRU faculty salaries to AAU faculty
salaries which were prepared by the Institutional Research Office. These analyses
had been authorized by the CWRU administration because CWRU is a member of
AAU and competes with AAU institutions both for faculty and students. They
compared CWRU faculty salaries to faculty salaries from institutions that
participated in the AAU salary exchange for the years of 2012–13, 2013–14, and
2014–15. Beginning in 2013–14, salaries were reported by tenure status and in
most instances included base salaries only.

While comparative data for the School of Medicine and Dentistry have been
reviewed previously by the Faculty Compensation Committee, concern has been
expressed that these data may underestimate the relative compensation of faculty in
these units because of the low number of AAU Medical and Dental schools reporting
salary data. Because of this, comparison data from these two units are not
presented in this report. Nonetheless, members of the Faculty Compensation
Committee maintain that the proposals described in this report are university wide
recommendations that are consistent with current status and aspirations of all
academic units at Case Western Reserve University.
Overall, results from the CWRU/AAU faculty salaries comparisons have not changed
substantially across the three years in which they have been reported. For all three
years, CWRUs salaries both for tenured and non-tenure-track faculty were
substantially lower than the average faculty salaries reported for AAU institutions.
To illustrate this, a summary of the data for the 2014 – 15 academic year is
presented on Table 1 for tenured/tenured-track faculty, and on Table 2 for nontenured track faculty.

As indicated on Table 1, faculty salaries for two of six CWRU academic units were at
or above AAU averages (MSASS and Nursing). However, across the other three
academic units, which include 88 percent of the faculty whose salary data were used
in this report, average salaries across faculty ranks were below the AAU 15th
percentile. The most alarming discrepancies were for faculty from CAS (Math and
Natural Sciences) and Engineering whose average salaries were at the AAU 5th
percentile

As summarized on Table 2, compensation was somewhat better for non-tenured
track faculty. Two academic units reported salaries that were above AAU averages
and two other units reported salaries that were within the 40th percentile range.
Still, nearly 40% of non-tenured faculty were receiving salaries that were below the
AAU 30th percentile.

The Faculty Compensation Committee recognizes that there can be legitimate
debate as to whether the AAU institutions that participated in the faculty exchange
represent an equitable comparison group for each of the academic units at CWRU.
Nonetheless, it is important to note that the national rankings for CWRU are in the
mid-range of the AAU institutions that participated in the salary exchange. In
addition, tuition rates at CWRU are also in the midrange of the private universities
that participated in this study.

The faculty compensation committee also observed that even though the majority of
faculty at CWRU receive salaries that are below the AAU 25th percentile, there are
substantial discrepancies across academic units within CWRU. These range from a
high of the 76th percentile at MSASS to lows that are at or below the 15th percentile
in Arts and Sciences, Engineering and Management. Furthermore, two of the highest
nationally ranked academic units at CWRU (MSASS and Nursing) compensate
tenured/tenure-track faculty at, or above, AAU averages and neither of these
schools are currently experiencing budgetary crises.
Discussion Points:

1. The Compensation Committee maintains that there is a substantial
discrepancy between the vision and aspirations of CWRU with the average
salaries paid to faculty. Although CWRU is currently ranked 37th among
national universities, and aspires to even higher national rankings, faculty
salaries are substantially lower than salaries paid at comparable prestigious
universities.
2. Faculty recruitment, retention and morale are associated partly with
compensation. Members of the Compensation Committee are familiar with
faculty who have left CWRU partly because of opportunities to obtain higher
salaries at other universities. In addition, there are a number of candidates
who have turned down faculty offers at CWRU at least partly due to
compensation issues.
3. There are no clear policies or targets for CWRU faculty salaries with the
exception of increases associated with promotion and tenure. Salaries are
established at the school/college level at the discretion of the deans. Insofar
as faculty salaries are tied to the financial well being of academic units, there
is little likelihood that academic units experiencing budgetary shortfalls will
develop and implement plans to achieve parity in faculty compensation.
4. Across academic units, the highest salaries are paid to senior faculty. In the
2014-15 academic year, 19% of CWRU tenured/tenure-track faculty were 65
years and older and nearly 1/2 of these faculty were 70 and older. The
average salaries for senior faculty are 30% higher than for tenured/tenuretrack faculty who are younger than 65 years. CWRU does not currently offer
a university wide retirement incentive program that could free up salaries
being paid to this group of faculty. In addition, while options for reduced
appointments are described in the faculty handbook, these options are
neither incentivized nor marketed by the University. Reduced appointments

have been reported to be interpreted differently across academic units with
regard to workload, sometimes in ways that discourage faculty from
choosing this option.
5. The Faculty Compensation Committee is not aware of any long term plans by
the CWRU administration for addressing faculty compensation. This is in
marked contrast to ambitious and visionary University plans for: campus
building and development; instructional technology/infrastructure;
academic strategic plans; and student recruitment.

Proposal

The Faculty Compensation Committee maintains that the CWRU/AAU faculty salary
comparisons provide compelling evidence of a substantial gap between the salaries
being paid to faculty at CWRU with the salaries paid to faculty at comparable
universities. CWRU is unlikely to sustain or improve its prestige and national
rankings without compensating faculty at levels that are at least commensurate with
salaries being paid at peer institutions. As a result, there is an urgent need for the
University to take bold steps to address this issue. We propose that the following
steps be taken:
1. Each academic unit should disseminate reports to the faculty annually in
which faculty salaries are benchmarked to AAU Institutions. Peer institutions
could be a subset of AAU institutions that are similar to CWRU.
2. CWRU central administration should establish a university wide goal of
compensating faculty at a level that is at, or above, the AAU 50th percentile.
3. In collaboration with the deans, central administration should develop a fiveyear plan for achieving parity in faculty compensation with peer institutions.
At a minimum this plan should include:
• Increased endowments for faculty salaries
• Incentive programs for retirement and/or reduced appointments for
senior faculty
• Commitment to compensate all new faculty hires at a level which, at a
minimum, is comparable to the 50th percentile of AAU universities.
4. Faculty compensation should no longer be tethered solely to the budgetary
status of the individual academic units. The University should take an active
role in subsidizing academic units to achieve faculty salary parity.

AAU Salary Comparisons
Mrch 22, 2016

CWRU Institutional Research Office
• Compared CWRU to AAU faculty salaries
• 2014-15
• 2013-14
• 2012-13

• Comparisons were made to show the percentile value for CWRU's
average salaries among AAU institutions participating in the salary
exchange.
• Starting with 2013-14, salaries are reported by tenure status, and in
most instances include base salary only.
• CWRU salaries include incentive pay, where applicable.
• In most cases AAU salaries are base only, but a small number of institutions
included academic year supplements.
• Medicine and Dental Medicine excluded because of small number of
institutions in comparison groups.

Table 1. CWRU/AAU Tenure/Tenure Track
Salary Comparison
Academic Unit

N

Average %tile Across
Ranks

%tile Assistant
Professor

130

12.5

7

88

5.3

2

School of Engineering

113

5.5

9

School of Management

49

13.0

15

School of Nursing

24

50.0

46

School of Law

21

46.0

No Data

School of Applied Social Sciences

17

76.0

No Data

CAS (CAS (Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences)
CAS (Math and Natural Sciences)

Table 2. CWRU/AAU Non-Tenure Track Salary
Comparison
Academic Unit

N

Average %tile Across
Ranks

CAS (CAS (Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences)

77

19.0

CAS (Math and Natural Sciences)

84

45.8

School of Engineering

8

55.0

School of Management

11

28.0

School of Nursing

62

41.0

School of Law

9

11.0

School of Applied Social Sciences

4

69.0

Observations
• CWRU authorized CWRU/AAU salary comparisons because CWRU is a member of
AAU and competes with AAU universities for faculty and students,
• Approximately 85% of CWRU tenure/tenured track faculty receive salaries that
are at, or below, the 15th percentile of AAU comparison schools
• Academic units with low salaries are also compensating assistant professors at a
rate that is at or below the 15th percentile of AAU comparison schools
• Approximately 40% of non-tenured track faculty receive salaries that are at, or
below, the 30th percentile of AAU comparison schools.
• The general pattern of CWRU/AAU salary comparisons has not changed
substantially over three years.
• Preliminary AAU comparative salary data for the School of Medicine suggests that
numerous faculty may also receive salaries that are well below AAU averages
• Despite AAU/CWRU salary discrepancies
• CWRU national rankings are at the mid level of AAU rankings
• CWRU tuition is in the middle range of AAU private universities

Discussion Points

• There is no transparency regarding CWRU faculty salaries
• Salaries are established at the school/college level.

• Highly associated with the budgetary status of administrative units.

• There are substantial discrepancies across CWRU schools and colleges in
AAU comparison salaries ranging from a high of 76 %tile (MSASS) to
lows that are at, or below, the 15thth %tile (CAS, Engineering,
Management)
• Two of the highest nationally ranked academic units within CWRU (MSASS and
Nursing) compensate tenure/tenure track faculty at, or above, AAU averages.
• CWRU Schools/Colleges with highest comparative salaries are not currently
experiencing financial deficits

Discussion Points
• There is a discrepancy between the vision and aspirations of CWRU with the average salaries paid to
faculty.
• Faculty recruitment, retention and morale are associated with faculty compensation.
• CWRU is unlikely to sustain or improve its prestige and national rankings without compensating
faculty at a level commensurate with its peer institutions.
• There are no clear policies or targets for CWRU salaries with the exception of increases associated
with promotion and tenure.
• Across academic units, highest average salaries are paid to senior faculty
• 19% of tenured/tenure track faculty are 65 and older (2014-15)
• 8.5% of tenured/tenure track faculty are 70 and older

• Average salaries for senior faculty is 30% higher than for tenured/tenure track faculty younger than 65.
• CWRU does not currently offer retirement incentive programs
• Options for tenured faculty to reduce to part-time appointments are described in the faculty handbook. These:
• appear to be interpreted differently across academic units with regard to workload, sometimes in ways that discourage reduced
appointments
• are neither incentivized nor marketed by the university

• CWRU ADMINISTRATION HAS NO LONG TERM PLANS FOR ADDRESSING FACULTY COMPENSATION!!!
• This is in marked contrast to ambitious and visionary plans for:
• Campus building/development
• Instructional Technology/Infrastructure
• Academic strategic plans
• Student recruitment

Resolution/Proposal

• Each academic unit should produce and publish annual reports in which
faculty salaries are benchmarked to AAU peer institutions.
• Peer institutions could be a subset of AAU institutions that are similar to CWRU

• Central administration should establish a university wide goal of
compensating faculty at a level that is at, or above, the AAU 50th %tile.
• In collaboration with the deans, central administration should develop a 5
year plan for addressing faculty compensation.
• At a minimum this plan should include:

• Increased endowments for faculty salaries
• Incentive programs for retirement and/or reduced appointments for senior faculty
• Immediate corrective actions with newly hired faculty.

• Faculty compensation should no longer be tethered solely to the budgetary
status of individual colleges or schools.

Average Faculty Salaries by School and Rank, AY 2014-15
Case Western Reserve University Compared to the Association of American Universities
Report for the Faculty Senate Compensation Committee
CONFIDENTIAL: Subject to AAU Data Exchange Sharing Policies
▪ The table shows both percentile and actual values for CWRU's average salaries among AAU institutions participating in the salary exchange. The
longer the blue bar, the higher the average salary at CWRU in comparison to AAU peers.
▪ CWRU salaries are base only. AAU salaries in most cases are base only, but a small number of institutions include academic year supplements in
reporting salaries.
▪ Salaries are reported as nine-month equivalents; 12-month salaries are converted using the AAUP conversion factor of 9/11.
▪ AAU data can only be shared if there are at least five peer schools and 15 faculty at a given rank. There were too few institutions for comparisons at
some ranks, particularly for non-tenure-track faculty.
▪ CWRU averages are not provided if there are fewer than four faculty at a given rank.
▪ Comparisons in Medicine and Dental Medicine are excluded because of the relatively small number of institutions in the comparison group.
TENURED and TENURE-TRACK FACULTY

n Fac
CAS: Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences
Professor
Associate
Assistant
CAS: Math and Natural Sciences
Professor
Associate
Assistant
Case School of Engineering
Professor
Associate
Assistant

CWRU
CWRU
Percentile
Average Rank among
Salary
AAU

n Insts

AAU
Average
Salary

AAU
25th
Minimum Percentile

Median

75th
Percentile Maximum

51
50
29

110,833
77,708
63,424

15%
13%
7%

55
54
55

144,063
88,804
74,881

103,210
68,832
58,793

119,770
81,491
70,675

134,836
88,471
74,190

155,497
100,541
81,886

211,543
125,267
95,318

47
17
24

115,116
85,409
74,239

5%
11%
2%

55
54
55

150,688
96,270
87,111

114,161
78,988
72,481

129,378
89,191
81,551

145,728
96,234
85,944

158,856
103,470
91,130

218,428
142,398
120,740

65
29
19

137,073
102,803
88,509

2%
11%
9%

55
53
55

161,575
111,592
96,901

136,925
96,101
83,724

150,086
105,732
92,101

158,516
112,031
97,694

174,633
117,736
101,848

227,820
144,886
118,039

CONFIDENTIAL: CWRU-AAU Salary Comparisons 2014-15

n Fac
School of Law
Professor
Associate
Assistant
Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences
Professor
Associate
Assistant
Weatherhead School of Management
Professor
Associate
Assistant
School of Nursing
Professor
Associate
Assistant
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CWRU
CWRU
Percentile
Average Rank among
Salary
AAU

n Insts

AAU
Average
Salary

AAU
25th
Minimum Percentile

Median

75th
Percentile Maximum

21
2
3

193,511

46%

35
26
21

231,034
143,145
150,635

156,650
112,410
97,742

180,209
131,456
117,188

205,239
142,040
145,145

252,822
163,840
170,560

350,694
223,500
223,490

10
7
2

157,487
102,705

76%
76%

25
25
25

149,975
96,848
79,392

86,600
70,505
65,881

113,526
83,292
71,200

139,383
90,342
75,796

153,093
99,415
84,220

204,556
123,531
95,564

26
12
11

185,737
139,196
140,820

15%
8%
15%

55
53
55

247,833
177,376
160,954

159,880
119,527
117,825

199,527
153,644
145,490

227,053
171,654
157,932

268,217
192,118
169,350

339,506
244,327
190,673

8
8
8

139,435
98,152
79,201

55%
52%
43%

22
23
23

143,324
100,476
82,329

105,528
79,815
70,564

116,790
88,961
76,106

133,782
97,719
80,729

154,874
108,329
85,804

205,531
127,897
101,714

NON-TENURE-TRACK FACULTY
CWRU

CAS: Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences
Instructor
Lecturer
CAS: Math and Natural Sciences
Instructor
Lecturer

n Fac

Average
Salary

15
52

53,382
41,206

15
12

59,729
48,098

Percentile
Rank among
AAU

AAU

n Insts

Average
Salary

25th
Minimum Percentile

75%
3%

12
32

51,008
53,251

28,857
39,359

41,423
47,421

45,290
53,279

52,022
59,566

80,000
76,354

77%
7%

13
30

54,306
59,333

35,726
30,000

48,600
54,108

54,971
58,765

58,958
70,018

80,629
87,168

Median

75th
Percentile Maximum

CONFIDENTIAL: CWRU-AAU Salary Comparisons 2014-15

n Fac
Case School of Engineering
Associate
Assistant
School of Law
Professor
Assistant
Instructor
Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences
Assistant
Instructor
Weatherhead School of Management
Professor
Associate
Assistant
School of Nursing
Associate
Assistant
Instructor

Office of Planning and Institutional Research
March 7, 2016
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CWRU
CWRU
Percentile
Average Rank among
Salary
AAU

n Insts

AAU
Average
Salary

AAU
25th
Minimum Percentile

Median

75th
Percentile Maximum

4
4

97,644
72,062

67%
43%

18
21

93,441
70,428

69,872
54,779

88,440
66,904

92,839
76,938

101,268
83,299

118,113
97,470

9
3
4

96,923

11%

16
12
5

154,965
83,974

89,484
55,432

113,986
64,483

119,922
75,191

159,082
87,408

239,463
162,550

93,441

4
3

71,924

69%

13
4

60,986

50,679

55,915

65,065

72,565

88,836

4
7
1

126,418
101,858

30%
27%

25
11
19

184,732
123,125
110,681

61,672
89,672
75,277

120,240
102,534
95,735

133,747
118,062
110,314

192,350
141,867
135,409

266,772
199,784
162,170

9
14
39

87,769
71,514
60,624

70%
45%
33%

15
16
12

88,625
73,953
65,225

63,329
62,304
53,389

76,328
65,392
62,424

87,735
74,429
67,709

92,404
79,356
74,161

114,964
89,467
87,003

I. Introduction
a. Degree Title: Master of Arts Degree in Military Ethics (Interdisciplinary MA)
b. Start Date: Fall, 2017
c. Focus: This MA program is aimed at individuals interested in learning more about this
complex academic subfield that has roots that reach back to the work of Greco-Roman and
medieval scholars, but is recently resurgent, thanks in part to media attention given to emerging
military technologies, such as drones, human enhancement, and cyber conflict. Undergraduates
seeking an advanced degree post-graduation will be expected to elect this program. (We may also
seek additional approvals for this program to be offered through the Integrated Graduate Studies
program and for approval for graduate/professional students to elect to pursue an MA in Military
Ethics and a JD or LLM at the same time, as part of a dual degree program of study. It will also
appeal to mid-rank military officers from all branches of the service pursuing a graduate degree in
order to achieve senior rank, especially those “deep selected” from recent deployment to teach
cadets and midshipmen at federal military service academies, or to command ROTC units in
colleges and universities (in which a capstone course in military ethics is a required final course,
taught by the ROTC commanding officer).
d. Description: Military ethics focuses on the core values and moral principles that collectively
govern the men and women serving in the military forces of nations around the world, as
members of what is sometimes termed the “military profession” or “the profession of arms.” The
ethical foundations that define the profession of arms have developed over millennia from the
shared values and experiences, unique role responsibilities, and reflections of members of the
profession on their own practices – eventually coming to serve as the basis for various warrior
codes and the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC). Military ethics is a broadly interdisciplinary study,
incorporating concerns about the conduct of war, decisions on how and when to engage in
military operations, and issues relating to the moral psychology and care of those who serve and
of veterans of military service. Traditional just war theory also plays a key role in international
relations (political and moral philosophy governing when the use of military force is justified for
the resolution of international conflicts) and international law (including LOAC and international
humanitarian law).
II. Proposed curriculum
a. Description of the proposed curriculum: The curriculum is interdisciplinary, with a
foundation in moral and political philosophy and international relations. Over a 12-15 month
program (designed to facilitate the enrollment of military personnel on educational assignment),
students will study foundational topics in moral and political philosophy, together with advanced
core and elective topics in military and professional ethics, military medical ethics, military law,
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ethical leadership, and other related subjects (including optional supplemental electives in areas
such as religious studies, history, literature, journalism, and the arts). Each student will complete
a minimum of 30 credit hours, including a six-credit “capstone course” to presumably be
completed during the summer term following a full academic year of coursework. The capstone
course will feature a summative project designed to integrate their common studies, but tailored
to their individual future interests in teaching, further graduate study, or employment in public
policy or foreign affairs, and may produce outcomes other than a traditional paper/thesis (such
as the detailed and well defended design of a military ethics training/education curriculum).

b. Outline of requirements: This program requires 12-15 months residence, with the
completion of five required Philosophy courses, including the capstone course, and an additional
four elective courses from the College of Arts and Sciences (CAS) and the School of Law chosen from
the list of offerings below. A Master’s capstone project culminating in a paper is required, involving
both academic research and fieldwork, integrated with the degree-candidate’s professional
experience or interest. The outline of the project must be presented and defended by the spring
recess of the candidate’s second resident semester, and the project itself completed over the
following summer term, for graduation in August the year following matriculation. If special
circumstances, such as military deployment, prevent a student from completing the program in
the intended timeframe, the academic advisor will work with him/her to create an alternative
schedule to allow completion of the degree, which may necessitate the capstone course being
offered in the fall or spring semesters, as well as in the summer. Other students may also elect to
take more than 15 months to complete the program, if permitted by Graduate Studies. The
program will follow all policies and procedures of the CWRU School of Graduate Studies.
The core required will be taken by all degree candidates, while the selection of topic for
the Master’s capstone project will dictate the selection of relevant elective courses by each
candidate (in consultation with program faculty) to create an appropriate concentration of study
for the capstone project (e.g., military medicine and ethics; military law and ethics; psychology,
history, or literature). Here is an example of a possible course of study:
Sample Program of Study and Time to Degree
Fall 2017 (12 credits)
• PHIL 417 (required)
• PHIL 484 (required)
• POSC 479
• LAWS 5111

Spring 2018 (12 credits)
• PHIL 405 (required)
• PHIL 4XX (required)
• ARTH 435
• LAWS 5116
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Summer 2018 (6 credits)
• PHIL 501 (required)

The following courses are proposed as required or elective:
Proposed Required Courses:
●
●
●

●
●

PHIL 405 – Ethics
PHIL 417 – War and Morality
PHIL 4XX – Military Conflicts, Ethics, and International Law: this is a new “flipped” hybrid
course that will feature pre-taped video lectures by international experts in the field of
military ethics, online assignments drawn both from CWRU Dean Michael Scharf’s
International Law MOOC, and from the new Military Ethics MOOC available from King's
College London/UK Defense Academy, of which the Inamori Center is a co-sponsor, along
with discussion sections and teaching by the Visiting Distinguished/Emerging Inamori
Scholar, who will also grade the course assignments, reviewed by the instructor of record,
which will be a regular CWRU faculty member such as Shannon E. French.
PHIL 484 – Ethics and Public Policy
PHIL 501 – Ethics Capstone (e.g., Teaching for Military Academies, or Program development
and leadership for Compliance Officers and policy personnel) culminating in a paper or
project.

Supplemental Elective Courses (confirmed as regularly offered and available)

College of Arts and Sciences
●
PHIL 416 – African Political Thought
●
PHIL 422 – The Science of Happiness (Ethics elective)
●
PHIL 430 – Special Topics in Ethics
●
PHIL 4XX – Neuroethics: this has been taught as a 430 special topics course, but will be
submitted as a regular course to be taught beginning in Spring 2017.
●
PHIL 434 – Political and Social Philosophy
●
PHIL/LAWS 450 – Military Medical Ethics: this is a new seminar to be developed in
partnership with Prof. Max Mehlman.
●
ARTH 435 – Issues in Ancient Art: The Art of War in Ancient Rome
●
CLSC 416 – Greek Tragedy in English Translation
●
POSC 470H – China’s Foreign Policy
●
POSC 473 – Politics of the European Union
●
POSC 479 – Introduction to Middle East Politics
●
POSC 460 – Revolts and Revolutions in Global Perspective
●
POSC 464 – Dictatorship and Democracy in Modern Latin America
●
POSC 476 –United States Foreign Policy
●
RLGN 460 – Intro to the Qur’an
●
RLGN 453 – Hindu and Jain Bioethics
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School of Law
●
LAWS 4101 - International Law
●
LAWS 4105 - Fundamentals of International Law
●
LAWS 5113 - Counterterrorism Law
●
LAWS 5111 - Admiralty Law
●
LAWS 5116 - International Human Rights
●
LAWS 5118 - War Crimes Research Lab
●
LAWS 5136 - International Humanitarian Law
●
LAWS 5001 - Contemporary Issues in International and Comparative Law: IP/Human Rights
At this time, the program is designed and proposed based on the above courses in the College of
Arts and Sciences and in the School of Law. It is envisioned to eventually incorporate additional
courses from the CAS and LAW, as well as courses from the Schools of Management and
Medicine.
III. Faculty and department information
a. Faculty sponsor and department: Shannon E. French, Department of Philosophy and the
Inamori International Center for Ethics and Excellence.

b. Other CAS departments, CWRU schools, or administrative offices: This interdisciplinary MA
utilizes the expertise in this field already present at CWRU, drawing primarily from the faculty of
the College of Arts and Sciences and the School of Law. CAS participating departments and
faculty include Philosophy, Religious Studies, Political Science, Art History, and Classics.

CWRU has a well-established positive reputation in Military Ethics, thanks to the work of
scholars such as the Law School’s Dean Michael Scharf (known worldwide for his vital work with
the International Criminal Court to aid in the identification and prosecution of war criminals)
and CAS’s Inamori Professor in Ethics, Shannon French (whose original work on warrior codes is
now canon in the field and who has worked for the US Navy, Marine Corps, and most recently,
Army to define and educate officers and troops on warrior values). The College faculty also
includes Anthony Jack, who has co-authored recent work with French on dehumanization and
neuroethics in a military context and co-presented sessions at two of the most prestigious
Military Ethics global conferences, and a wide range of expert scholars who offer courses that
cover relevant topics in military history, international relations, human rights, comparative
religion and even wartime journalism (from the Pulitzer Prize winning Prof. Jim Sheeler). CWRU
Law Professor Max Mehlman has become an expert on military bioethics and won an NIH grant
to study the ethics of bio-enhancement in the military.
In 2010, the Inamori Center hosted the International Peace and War Summit, which had
participants from 15 countries and included CAS faculty such as Profs Laura Hengehold, Gilbert
Doho, Jeremy Bendik-Keymer; Engineering’s Jim McGuffin-Cawley; and many others. Starting in
2016, CWRU will become the host institution for ISME – the International Society for Military
Ethics. In addition, the Inamori Center is a member of CETMONS (Consortium on Ethics,
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Emerging Technology, Military Operations, and National Security) and has become a founding
member of the new international consortium The Compass Group, established to grow and
enhance the academic study of applied military ethics around the globe.

c. Describe administrative arrangements for the initiative: This program will be
administered jointly by the College of Arts and Sciences and the Inamori Center. The degree and
administrative support will be housed in the Department of Philosophy. The Inamori Center
Director, together with staff support and a committee of CWRU faculty, will also help coordinate
each year’s visiting scholar, review of applications, advising of MA participants, and supervision
of capstone projects.

d. How is the proposed initiative important to the CAS and the involved CAS departments?
This program increases enrollment and generates important new tuition revenue in CAS and the
involved departments and focuses national interest on a unique program utilizing the expertise
of the College and the wider university. In particular, the new MA supports the core mission of
the Inamori Center for Ethics and Excellence in CAS to promote ethical leadership. Instruction in
Military Ethics benefits military and political leaders and leads to better-informed
citizens/voters. Military Ethics covers a wide swath of global issues in ethics, including human
rights, humanitarian intervention, transitional justice, and the moral foundations of sustainable
peace. This would also tie in perfectly with the research efforts of the center and create cohorts
of graduate students to participate in and help advance that research.

e. What is the relationship between the proposed initiative and the involved CAS
departments’ current programs (undergraduate and/or graduate)? This program will draw
from courses already in existence in several CAS departments, such as Philosophy, Political
Science, Art History, Classics, Religious Studies, etc. Preliminary conversations with faculty have
taken place, but further and more formal conversations need to be had with the Chairs of all the
relevant departments to see how this program can integrate with and benefit their existing
programs. Our hope is that the MA will draw a valuable but not overwhelming number of
additional students into CAS courses that will be most welcome and will add to the diversity of
perspectives in those classrooms. There is currently no graduate program in the Philosophy
Department, from which the majority of the required courses will originate, so the program will
not draw any resources away from existing programs but may provide the structure and impetus
to build additional programs in the future.
f. What is the relationship between the proposed initiative and the involved CWRU schools’
(non--- CAS) current programs (undergraduate and/or graduate)? This program will
incorporate as electives courses from the School of Law, and hopefully, in time, the Weatherhead
School of Management and the School of Medicine. We have had an enthusiastic response from
the co-Deans of the School of Law and have discussed the development of new courses with their
faculty. The program does not directly overlap any existing programs, but it may be seen as an
attractive additional program to bring students to CWRU, especially JD and LLM students who
could then also acquire this distinctive MA in Military Ethics.
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IV. Evidence of need for the proposed curricular initiative
a. Are there similar programs in the state addressing this need and potential
duplication of programs in the region and state? None in the State of Ohio. Indeed, this
degree program is unique in the nation.

b. Employment opportunities for graduates: This MA would demonstrate unique, specialized
expertise that could either stand on its own, be a stepping-stone to a Ph.D. program in a field
such as Philosophy (including Bioethics), Political Science, History, Psychology, Sociology, or
Strategic Studies, or likely be paired with a Law Degree (especially one with an International Law
focus), or dual undergraduate majors in the Integrated Graduate Studies program.
The U.S. and Canadian military service academies themselves are a primary employment target,
as the subject is taught at all the service academies (RMA-Kingston, as well as USMA, USNA,
USAFA, USMMA, USCGA, etc.) as a required course (over 1,000 students a year per academy). The
subject is also offered at military prep schools, schools such as Virginia Tech, VMI, and the
Citadel, and by many ROTC and nROTC programs nationwide. It would also have crossover
appeal to individuals in the related fields of Law Enforcement and Peace Studies/Conflict
Resolution, as well as to graduates intending to pursue careers in military law (JAG Corps) or
military medicine.
c. What are the national and international competitive programs and their resources? The
only Military Ethics MA programs we could find in the US in are online programs, which lack the
depth, prestige, and legitimacy of a traditional degree program. The service academies prefer to
have their PMPs (Permanent Military Professors) receive traditional degrees at civilian
institutions, rather than relying on online programs or courses at the War Colleges. There are
some Military Ethics degrees available in other countries, but US government funded programs
will generally not pay for tuition at non-US institutions. The proposed MA in Military Ethics at
CWRU would also have a strong advantage against any competition, due to the nationally and
internationally recognized scholars who would be involved.

V. Projected enrollment
a. Define expected national and international enrollment targets over a five---year period:
This MA program, unique in the nation, would primarily be aimed at individuals interested in
learning more about this complex academic subfield that has roots that reach back to the work of
Greco-Roman and medieval scholars but is recently resurgent, thanks in part to media attention
given to emerging military technologies, such as drones. It will also appeal to mid-rank military
officers from all branches of the service pursuing a graduate degree in order to achieve senior
rank. The Inamori Center has fielded interested inquiries (both from external parties and from
recent and current CWRU students) about the potential for such a program for years, so that, in
essence, an eager “waiting list” already exists.
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Over 100 flyers describing the prospective program were distributed at the most recent annual
meeting of the International Society for Military Ethics (ISME) at the U.S. Naval Academy in
January 2016 and generated enormous positive response. The same early stage recruitment
tactic will continue at the upcoming meeting of the European chapter of ISME, meeting at Oslo,
Norway in May 2016. The program is clearly described as in development and not a current
offering.
One of the governors of the “Permanent Military Professor” program for the Navy and Marine
Corps has, in response, proposed that it might be possible for their selection process be
coordinated to provide a stream of Navy and Marine Corps officers to this program in order to
qualify to fill existing billets in the military service academies, and for ethics instruction in the
Fleet. The corresponding U.S. Army personnel have expressed similar interest in utilizing this
new resource to address the current shortage of professional expertise in ethics in their
educational and training systems.
Our preliminary enrollment estimates are:
2017: five students
2018: ten students
2019: fifteen students
2020: twenty students
2021: twenty students (our hope is to stabilize enrollment at 20 students for
pedagogical reasons)

b. Describe special efforts to enroll and retain underrepresented groups in the given
discipline(s): We will work closely with the Office of Diversity, Inclusion, and Equal Opportunity to
tailor our outreach and marketing in order to attract underrepresented individuals to this
program. Since this field is still relatively small, it offers an excellent opportunity for persons from
underrepresented groups to establish international reputations. We also believe it is important
that the director of this program will be a woman, as women are currently underrepresented in
Military Ethics, and she can serve as a role model for women entering the field.

VI. Resources required

a. Describe the availability and adequacy of the faculty, staff, facilities, and other
resources for the proposed curricular initiative: The program could be launched with
current funding. The Visiting Scholar in Military Ethics (see below) position will initially be
funded by the Inamori Center, but might in subsequent years require additional funds (and
will alternate between Distinguished and Emerging scholars). It would also help to have a
part-time administrator or some of another administrator’s time devoted to this program
(e.g. 20% time from either an administrator from the Inamori Center or the Philosophy
Department). Ideally, income from the program itself could support these positions, if the
timing works and tuition sharing agreements can be arranged.
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b. Describe the need for additional faculty, staff, facilities, or other resources and the
plans to meet this need: One of the foremost Military Ethics scholars in the world, Prof.
George R. Lucas, has come to CWRU’s Inamori Center for the current academic year (with
funding from the Inamori Center) as the first Visiting Distinguished Scholar in Military Ethics,
expressly to help us launch this MA. This position could be continued with him or other
available distinguished scholars (e.g., Martin L. Cook of the Navy War College) in subsequent
years, as needed.
The Inamori Center is already in strong international partnerships with centers around the
world that have expertise in Military Ethics, including King's College London, the Compass
Group network, ISME (the International Society for Military Ethics - which is currently
considering moving its headquarters to CWRU as soon as 2016), Euro-ISME, and CETMONS.
These partnerships allow us to bring in a steady flow of guest speakers and create video
lectures to supplement the MA program prodigiously.

VII. Expense and revenue

a. Project expenses to launch initiative and description of ongoing expenses and
expected revenue, preferably in table format:
Startup Expenses

Cost

Funding Source

TOTAL STARTUP EXPENSES

$35,000

Inamori Center/CAS

Ongoing Program Expenses

Expected
annual
cost

Funding source

TOTAL annual expense

$77,000

Inamori Center/CAS

Revenues
Program year

Estimated tuition per
student (approx.)

Number of Students

Total expected
revenue*

2018

$52,000**

10

$520,000

2017
2019
2020
2021

$52,000
$52,000

15

$52,000
$52,000

5

20
8

20

$260,000
$780,000

$1,040,000
$1,040,000

*Agreements will need to be negotiated to share the revenue among the College of Arts and
Sciences, the Inamori Center, and the other schools involved. Please note that the required
courses and the majority of the offered electives are from the College, so tuition sharing with
other schools will not significantly diminish revenue to the College. For any given student
completing the program, at least 18 hours will need to take of CAS courses. Since the majority of
electives available are also CAS courses, it is even possible for a student to take all 30 hours in
the College. However, we expect that most students in this program will take no more than 9
hours outside the College, and most will take significantly less than that.
**We assume tuition rates will rise; these numbers take 24 hours at the current rate of
$1,714/credit hour and 6 hours in the summer at the current rate of $1,660/credit hour, plus
rounding up for approximate fees. Source: http://www.case.edu/studentaccounts/tuitionfees/graduate-tuition-fees/school-of-graduate-studies/
b. Provide evidence of institutional commitment and capacity to meet these expenses:
(Please see above tables for sources of funding.)

VIII. Other expense and revenue questions

a. Is the curricular initiative designed to be revenue generating? If so, define the
expected revenue beyond the cost of expenses, preferably in table format: It would be
appropriate to charge around $56,000/year for tuition and fees for this program, and
this program could easily attract 15-20-person cohorts annually of high-quality
participants. As a point of comparison, USNA’s Stockdale Center for Ethical Leadership
draws in four Stockdale Fellows each year (and turns away many more applicants) to
study topics in Military Ethics, even though the program does not confer a degree or
certificate.

b. Describe the need and justification for tuition waivers or stipends: None expected
or required, unless stemming from participation of limited number of IG-undergraduates
whose tuition scholarships may not cover the full cost of their participation in this
program
c. Describe terms of expense or revenue sharing with other CWRU schools and/or
administrative offices: We propose using a tuition-sharing model that recognizes the
program development and administrative expenses beyond the cost of instruction, and if
ever necessary, future tuition waivers associated with the program. The College has
previously partnered with the Law School in this capacity and propose a similar model.

Gross Tuition of all credits enrolled for MA Military Ethics students
less CAS and Inamori Center Administrative Expenses at @20% = Net Revenue
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2017 projection
Gross Revenue: $260,000 for 150 credits
less $52,000 for CAS and Inamori Center Administrative Expenses
Net Revenue: $208,000 or ~$1387/credit for Law School courses for full paying
students*
*This rate would be adjusted based on if tuition waivers are ever offered.

d. Identify likely sources and assess the near--- and long---term likelihood of raising
funds to support the initiative in such categories as external and internal grants and
philanthropy: The Inamori Center has been working with UGEN Corporate Relations
development officers to build strong relationships with local corporations, some of
whom, such as the Eaton Corporation, are already supporters of the Center, have strong
ties to the military, and may be able to provide additional support for this program. In
addition, Drs. French and Jack are working on a DoD grant proposal that, if successful,
could also provide some funding.

IX. Library resources

a. Karen Thornton, the research services librarian for the Philosophy department said
that based on her initial review of the library resources, the existing resources are
sufficient to support this degree program. Furthermore, she said that it would be fairly
easy to acquire additional resources if any were needed. However, the available
resources are likely capable of supporting this program without acquiring
supplementary materials.

A preliminary search of existing online resources shows that students currently have full online
access to over 300,000 resources tagged under “military ethics.” More resources are available
through databases such as JSTOR and SocIndex. Furthermore, CWRU is associated with of the
foremost journal in this field, The Journal of Military Ethics, through the Inamori Center Director
(who is an Associate Editor of the journal). Masters students would also benefit from the CETMONS
(Consortium for Emerging Technology and Military Operations and National Security) and ISME
conferences, some of which will be held at CWRU and the annual fall law symposium hosted by
Dean Scharf and the CWRU Law School that regularly brings leaders in this field to campus.

X. Relationship of proposal to strategic plans
a. How does the proposed curricular initiative relate to the priorities of the CAS strategic
plan? This program, unique in the U.S., marshals the resources and expertise of CAS faculty to
generate new interest in and revenue for the College through academic service to a wider and
currently-underserved community of potential students.

b. How does the proposed curricular initiative relate to the priorities of the CWRU strategic
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plan? This new program would emphasize institutional commitment to “ethics & society,” a core
pillar of the CWRU strategic plan, generate publicity and goodwill for the institution, its schools,
and its ethics center, and exhibit the commitment of the institution toward academic innovation
and public service. The study of military ethics supports long term humanitarian goals, such as
preventing unjust wars, decreasing incidents of war crimes, genocide, human rights abuses, and
other atrocities produced by the dehumanizing effects of armed conflict, supporting the mental
health and successful transitions of military service members and combat veterans, and fostering
a lasting peace founded in justice.
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